The papers of Iurii A. Slezkin (1874-1961), Imperial Army officer. The collection consists of manuscripts, books and clippings, all by Slezkin. The manuscripts concern military topics, including the White Army, the Elizavetgradskoe kavalerskoe uchilishche and a critique of General Tiulenev's book, Cherez tri voiny (Moscow, 1960). There are two books by Slezkin, Letopis' perezhitykh godov (Buenos Aires, 1975) and Dve sem'yi (Buenos Aires, 1960) and several clippings of articles by Slezkin that appeared in the emigre press during the 1960's.
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Manuscripts
"Chest' mundira--voenno psikhologicheskii ocherk"
"Den'shiki"
"Iz Letopisi perezhitykh godov" (three fragments)
"Po povodu knigi sovetskogo generala armii Tiuleneva, Cherez tri voiny"
"Slavnaia iuzhnaia shkola"
"Svetloi pamiati belykh mal'chikov-voinov"
"60 let tomu nazad"

Books
Dve sem'i (Buenos Aires, 1960)
Letopis' perezhitykh godov (1975)

Clippings